Aviation Maintenance Technology

CHAIR: Jeff Richards, Flight Safety International

CO-CHAIR: ----

CONTEST DATE: Saturday April 21, 2018

CONTEST LOCATION: Wichita Area Technical College – Aviation

CONTEST TIME: 8:00 am

PURPOSE: To evaluate each contestant’s preparation for employment and to recognize outstanding students for excellence and professionalism in the field of aviation maintenance technology.

ELIGIBILITY: Open to active SkillsUSA members enrolled in programs with aviation maintenance technology as the occupational objective

CLOTHING REQUIREMENT: Unless the contest chair says otherwise, students are required to wear the Official SkillsUSA Kansas T-shirt and blue jeans (no tares, holes, or bagginess) clean and neat with appropriate shoes for contest or Official SkillsUSA white polo shirt with black dress slacks, black socks and black leather shoes.

* Safety glasses with side shields or goggles. (Prescription glasses can be used only if they are equipped with side shields. If not, they must be covered with goggles.)

Official SkillsUSA Kansas T-shirt attire

Official SkillsUSA blue work shirt attire
CONTEST UPDATES: The chair has not submitted updates for this contest.